[Effect of electroshock on learning-dependent long-term potentiation in rat hippocampal CA3 area].
Population spikes were recorded from hippocampal CA3 of freely moving rats following stimulation of the perforant path. Six rats were trained to perform conditioned drinking behavior. (1) Animals were treated with electroshock in less than 15 minutes after daily training session for a period of 6 consecutive days. Synaptic efficacy did not increase and the conditioned response could not be established during the behavioral training in four rats, synaptic efficacy was increased, the long-term potentiation (LTP) appeared and the conditioned behavior was established in other two rats. (2) After consolidation of conditioned behavior, electroshock temporarily caused suppression of the learning-dependent LTP and the correlative conditioned response. Both LTP and the correlative conditioned response recovered in one to four hours after electroshock. In these cases, the maximal development of LTP preceded the development of conditioned behavior. The results indicated that the learning-dependent LTP might be one of the neural substrates underlying learning and memory.